Electromagnetic navigation-guided surgery in the semi-sitting position for posterior fossa tumours: a safety and feasibility study.
Electromagnetic (EM)-guided neuronavigation is an innovative technique and a viable alternative to opto-electric navigation. We have performed a safety and feasibility study using EM-guided neuronavigation for posterior fossa surgery in the semi-sitting position in a selected subset of patients. Out of 284 patients with posterior fossa tumours operated upon over a period of 40 months, a subset of 15 patients was thought to possibly benefit from EM navigational guidance and was included in this study. There were six children and nine adults (aged between 8 and 84 years; mean age, 34.6 years) with different neoplasms in the brainstem or close to the midline. All patients had contrast-enhanced three-dimensional (3D) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the head preoperatively. EM-guided navigation was used to identify and preserve the venous sinuses during craniotomy and to determine the trajectory to the lesion using various approaches. Neuronavigation accuracy was repeatedly checked for deviations measured in millimetres on screen shots during surgery before and after dural opening in the coronal (z = vertical), axial (x = mediolateral) and sagittal (y = anteroposterior) plane. Referencing of the patient in the supine position was fast and easy. There was no loss of navigation accuracy after repositioning of the patient in the semi-sitting position (mean, 2.5 mm ± 0.92 mm). Identification of the pathological structure using EM navigation was achieved in all instances. Optimal angulation of the neck was selected individually to permit a comfortable position for the surgeon with full access to the lesion avoiding over-flexion. Deviation of accuracy at the surface of the target lesion ranged between 2.5 and 5.8 mm (mean, 3.9 mm ± 1.1 mm). EM-guided neuronavigation in the semi-sitting position was safe and technically feasible. It enabled fast and accurate referencing without loss of navigation accuracy despite repositioning of the patient. In contrast to conventional opto-electric neuronavigation there were no line of sight problems.